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NYPD teams to tackle guns
Adams, commish
to put more cops
in violent areas
BY ANTHONY M. DESTEFANO

anthony.destefano@newsday.com

The NYPD will roll out hundreds of officers in small teams
next week — a key component
of a strategy by the mayor and
police commissioner to stem
spiking gun violence that has
wracked a pandemic-wary city,
officials said.
Nearly 500 officers are in the
final stages of training before
they fan out in groups of about
a half-dozen in some of New
York City’s high-crime neighborhoods and public housing
areas, officials said.
“It’s time we stop just praying for victims of gun violence
but actually turning our pain
into purpose,” said Fabien Levy,
a spokesman for Mayor Eric
Adams, who “has made clear
that his top priority is public
safety. We need to remove guns
from our streets, protect our
communities, and create a safe,
prosperous, and just city for all
New Yorkers, and the NYPD’s
Neighborhood Safety Teams
will be laser-focused on doing
just that.”
Unlike previous anti-crime
units, the strategy developed
by Adams and Police Commissioner Keechant Sewell will
have the teams wearing special
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jackets clearly identifying them
as police officers.
“We are going to focus on individuals who continue to pull
the triggers in the city,” said
NYPD Chief Michael LiPetri,
head of crime control strategies. The teams will concentrate in areas of the city responsible for 80% of gun violence,
he said.
The spike in shootings and
other crime in the pandemic’s
second year flummoxed former
Mayor Bill de Blasio and his
hand-picked police commissioner, Dermot Shea. The new
year brought a new mayor and
a new police commissioner but
no letup in surging crime.
Major felonies plummeted
nearly 23% in the first year of
the pandemic lockdown but
have climbed by 12% since
then. The latest NYPD statistics show that while total serious felonies — including bur-
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glary, homicide, robbery and
grand larceny — dropped from
18,211 in early March 2020 to
14,086 in March 2021, a 22% decrease, by Sunday, those offenses had bounced to 20,454, a
boost of 12.3% over the same period two years ago.
However, shootings and
homicides alone never decreased during the two-year
COVID-19 period, and instead
have continued to rise so far
this year by 14.3 and 1.5% respectively over 2021.
Since 2020, homicides are up
by 31.3% and shootings have
risen by 52.3%, according to the
NYPD.
“It is not acceptable to see
the increases we are seeing,”
Adams said earlier this week
during an appearance on Fox 5.
“We are going to get this crime
under control like we did
COVID.”
But, he cautioned, the NYPD

must proceed carefully when it
rolls out the special crime
teams.
“We have to get this right,”
Adams said on Fox 5, “and I continue to say this over and over
again: If you have people expeditiously in specialized units
without a very thorough, wellorganized training, you are really going to exacerbate the
problem.”
Some law enforcement officials and criminal justice experts said the anti-crime deployment can’t come soon
enough, placing some of the
blame for the crime spike on
loosening COVID-19 safety protocols. It will also be a major
test for Adams and Sewell, they
said.
“There is no other way to
look at this number than to be
alarmed and it is certainly increasing pressure on the mayor
to achieve results,” said
Richard Aborn, president of
the nonprofit Citizens Crime
Commission of New York City,
of the latest NYPD crime data.
Just as concerning, said
Christopher Herrmann, a professor at John Jay College of
Criminal Justice who worked
for years as a crime analyst supervisor for the NYPD, is that
three months in to 2022, he
sees few reasons to be optimistic.
“What is really disturbing to
me is we are [starting] the
month of March and these numbers are still going up,” Herrmann said.

Nassau DA creates unit for firearms suppression

A story in Wednesday’s
business section about a
training program for people with disabilities characterized autism incorrectly.
It is a developmental disability.
Monday’s Money Fix column gave an incorrect website for purchasing Series I
savings bonds. The correct
site is treasurydirect.gov.
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THIS DATE IN HISTORY

Nassau District Attorney Anne Donnelly with County Executive
Bruce Blakeman, left, and Police Commissioner Patrick Ryder.
The new unit will include
three prosecutors, who have
training in firearms and narcotics investigations, two detective investigators and an intelli-

gence analyst.
Donnelly said the majority of
the firearms seized this year
have out-of-state origins.

— NICOLE FULLER

1862 During the Civil War,
President Abraham Lincoln
removed Gen. George B.
McClellan as general-in-chief
of the Union armies, leaving
him in command of the
Army of the Potomac, a post
McClellan also would lose.
1918 The first confirmed
U.S. cases of a deadly global
flu were reported among
Army soldiers stationed at
Fort Riley, Kansas. (The
worldwide outbreak claimed
an estimated 20 million to
40 million lives.)
1985 Mikhail S. Gorbachev
was chosen to succeed
Konstantin U. Chernenko as
general secretary of the
Soviet Communist Party.
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during the same time period in
2021, according to Donnelly.
Fifty-one guns were seized in
2020.
It’s unclear whether the number of shootings is also up this
year.
“The volume of firearms that
we’ve seized since the new year
is truly staggering,” Donnelly
said in a statement.
“We are witnessing a oncein-a-generation surge of illegal
and untraceable weapons into
Nassau County and too many
innocent people are becoming
victims of gun violence. We
will use every tool at our disposal and collaborate with
every federal and local partner
to stem the flow of these
weapons into Nassau County,”
Donnelly said.

CORRECTIONS

A Wednesday story
about earmarked federal
funding for projects on
Long Island misstated the
approved requests made
by Rep. Andrew Garbarino
(R-Bayport). He secured
$4.35 million for four
projects.
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Nassau County District Attorney Anne Donnelly said Thursday she has started a new
firearms suppression unit to
help stem a flow of illegal
firearms into the county.
The DA’s Firearms Suppression and Intelligence Unit “will
utilize enhanced investigative
techniques and the new ballistic capabilities” of the medical
examiner’s crime laboratory to
determine any links among the
shootings, according to a news
release announcing the initiative.
Donnelly said the number of
illegal guns seized in Nassau
County this year has increased
markedly over last year.
Through March 9 this year,
94 guns have been seized, more
than double the 45 guns seized
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